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THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS THE EXPERIMENTS MISSION RULES FOR 
ALSEP 5 AS OF OCTOBER 15, 1972. EACH REVISION TO THIS 
DOCUMENT WILL BE PRINTED ON DIFFERENT COLORED PAPER FOR EASY 
RECOGNITION. 
THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN PREPARED BY THE FLIGHT CONTROL 
DIVISION, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS, WITH 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BY LTV/KENTRON HAWAII, LTD. 
IT IS SUGGESTED THAT ANY ORGANIZATION HAVING COMMENTS, 
QUESTIONS, OR SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THESE MISSION RULES 
CONTACT MR. JOHN H. TEMPLE, FLIGHT OPERATIONS AND RECOVERY 
BRANCH, BUILDING 30, ROOM 2058, 713-483-4126. 
ANY REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL COPIES OR CHANGES TO THE 
DISTRIBUTION LIST IN APPENDIX B OF THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE 
MADE IN WRITING TO MR. HOWARD W. TINDALL, JR., DIRECTOR OF 
FLIGHT OPERATIONS, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. 
THIS IS A CONTROL DOCUMENT AND ANY CHANGES ARE SUBJECT TO 
THE CHANGE CONTROL PROCEDURES DELINEATED IN APPENDIX C. 
THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE WRITTEN 
APPROVAL OF THE CHIEF, FLIGHT CONTROL DIVISION, MANNED 




OWE G. MORRIS 
MANAGER, APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM 
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TlliS DOCUllE~~T CONTAINS P.EVISIOU l\ TO TilE: FI:JAL EXP'CP.r·1CllTS 
'HSSIO:~ RULI:S F'OR ALSEP 5 AS OF lWVE!inER 24 , 197 2. Trii S 
P.EVIS TO!l I S PRHTTF. D ON YELLOH PAP'CR ~lD EACH SUDSJ~OUI.:UT 
PI:V I S I O.J HILL DE P TU'IT ED o:J 1\ DIPFERLtiT COLOR OF PAPCR rOH 
EJ\SV n.ECOG:HTIO~.J. 
THIS DOCUl~"lT HAS I3EEiJ PP.EPAP-ED I3Y TiiE FLIC:!I'!' CONTROL 
DIVISIO:.J I : 11\!.JHED SPACECRAFT CENTI:R I IIOUSTON I TI:XAS I HI1'H 
TECIUHCAL li..SS ISTA~1CE BY LTV /EENTROU IIA 7AI I, LTD. 
IT IS SUGGES TED TliJ\T l'JJY ORGANIZli.TIO:J HAVING COi1!112·JTS, 
'1UESTIONS 1 OR SUGGCST IONS CONCER'HtlG THESI.; IliSSiotl RULES 
CONTACT t1R . JOHN II. 'J'F.ilPLE, PLIGHT OPi:.:RATIOiJS i\Nr; RECOVI:RY 
3R.A:lCH, BUILDI:IG 30 , !10011 2 05:3 , 713- 483-4126 . 
A~TY PJ:QUESTS F'OR 1\DDITIOi..JAL COPIES OR CI~l\:.JG:CS TO TIIE 
DISTRIBUTION LIST Iii i\PPENDIX B OF THIS DOCUIU:iJT : lUST ill: 
~.ADE IN URITIHG TO rm . HOTvARD •L Tii.JDALL , JR., DIRECTOR OF 
FLIGHT OPEAATIOIJS , t:J\NNED SPACECRAFT CENTER , IIOUSTO.t , TEXAS . 
THIS IS l\ CONTROL DOCU:IEHT AND N.JY CIIA~.JGES l'.RE SUDJECT TO 
TilE CH.l\~ JG~ CO'.JTROL PR.OCI:Dt:RES DELI:lEli.TI.:D IN J\PPE!JDIX C . • 
TH I S DOCUMENT IS 'WT TO DE P.EPRODUCi:D \'IITHOUT TH:C i1ni?TCIT 
li.PPROVAL OF TliE CHIEF , FLIGHT CO:.JTROL DIVISIO:J , fll\~lrJED 
SPACECRAFT CENTER , I!OUSTO'J , TBXAS . 
--. . 
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NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
SI:CTION 1 - INTilODUCTIOII MID PURPOSE 
l!ITRODUCTIOII AND PURPOSE 
HISSION RULES ARE PROCErlURAL STATE11Et1TS TH/\T PROVIDE FL!t;HT CONTROL PERSONNEL NITH GUIDELINES TO 
EY.PEOITE THE OECISIOII-MIIKiliG PROCESS. THF. RULES ARE BASED ON liN MI!ILYSIS OF I'ISSION F.OUIPIIENT 
COtiFIGURATION, SYSTEt'IS OPERATIO!IS MlD COIISTR/\INTS, A.>IO ltiSSIOII OBJECTIVES. TI!P. DIRECTOR OF FLIGHT 
OPE!'J\TINIS, t•liNtiED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS, HilS TI!F. OVFPALL RllSPOIISIBILITY FOR THE 
PRI:Pl\RATION 1 CONT!':'ITS, liND COIITROL OF THE EXPERIMEHT MISSION RULES FOR At.SEP. 
TI!E ALSEP IIISSION RULES I'.RE PUBLISHED UNDER SEPARATE COVER FRO!I THE FLIGHT MISSION RULES BECl\USE 
OF TilE DIFPEr.EtiCE W LIPETI'IE OF' TIJESE EXPERIIIENT OPEPATIONS MID SPECIPIC I'ISSIOlll- ORIEtl'l'ATED 
l\CTIVITII:S. TilE EXPERIIIENT MISSION RULF.S DOCUI·!ENT COIITAINS ALL ALSEP I'ISSION PULP.$ INCLUDING: 
A. I'LL t<ISSIOtl RULES AFFECTI!lG CREt•l l'lTERF/\CE ~liTH THE 1\LSEP 
B. ALL MISSIOn RULES l\FFECTitiG MCC I~l'l'ERFACE WITH THE l\LSEP THPOUGH SYSTEMS LIFETIME 
THE FLIGHT 'ttSSION RULI:S DOCum:.>JT ALSO CONTAI!IS ALL ALSEP RULES INVOLVING FLIGHT CREW INTERFACE. 
1\LSEP RULES HI THE FLIGHT l<tSSION RULES DOCUr'Etl'l' ARE ASSIGNED TilE 51\."E NUt'llEPS FOR E/I.SE OP 
CROSS ni:FERI:NCt: . THE FLIGHT ~·tSSION RULES WILL T/\KE PRECEDENCE SHOULrl /\NY CONrLtCTS EXIST 
IJE'i'llt:EN IT IIIlO TillS DOCU~IEllT BECAUSE OF REVISIOn CYCLES. 
~!ISSIOJI RULES CAN Bt:: CATEGORIZED AS GEIIERAL AND SPI:CIFIC. GENERAL IUSSION P.{ILES COtiTI\Il! THE BASIC 
PHILOSOPHIES USED Ill TilE l)f:\'ELOPIIE!IT OP TilE llXPEf:IHE!lT :II~SIOil RULES. SPECIFIC tiiSSIOtl RULES 
PROVIrlF. TilE BASIC CRITERIA FROtl I·JHICll REIIL-TI!tE DCCISI<:>N~ liRE I'IIDI' liND 1\RF. FORI\ATTED 1\S FOLLOW~: 
A. THE "COIIDITION/HIILFUliCTIO!I" COLll~!}l OE!'Ult:S Tilt:: Fl\ILURF.. 
B. TI'E "PI!ASE" COLUI<N IOQITIFIES TilE TIIIF. niTE!lVAL Ill WliiCH TilE CONDITION/'iALPUNCTIOtl OCCURS. 
C . TilE "RULING" COLtJ~qt DEFI!It:S rLICHT COtiT"OLLEI> ACTION AND/OP PROCEDURE!' THAT ~IU!'T BE 
1\CCO!IPLY::a:ED AS /1 RESULT OF THE CONOtTION, 
D. THE "CUES/NOTES/COM!!EIITS" COLUI'l'l PROVIDES TilE FLIGIIT COIITPOLLER WITI1 ADDITIONAL INFORMA'!'ION 
CO!ICERtlltiG THE CO!IDITIOII,n.IALFUI!CTIOII liND/OR RULI!IG. 
WlTE 
TIII:ru: IHLL OE A SEPARIITI: SI:T or !'ISSIO!l RULES 
POR THC EXPI'"I"r.tl't' PACI;AGE~ POP EliCH t'J~SII'IN, 
MISSION REV OATE SECTION 





2 GENERAL RULES 
AND SOP'S 
ITEM 
NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
SCC'l'IOil 2 - Gl::tli:AAL !\ULES P.:IO SOP ' C 
m::HEJUIL 
i'.C7IV?\T!O:t ~"'~F T!l~ :\LSEP. 
2- 2 '!II::! !' COHFLICT 0r PLr.!nJ~D t:n'E~t"~UT PJ\C:~G!: ACTIVITIES OCCUR, THF: Llti~.".n £:c:•r;~IilE!JTS 0rFICZR 
''I'.L OST!:!'.'!I:l::: '!.'"'~ P1U01UT~~ fll' ~.C'!'IVITIES, lilT:: CO:JCURR::::!C!: 01' THE SCill!JCC Tr:/1:1 LP..'\Ol::rl . 
?.-3 1"1 sn";; rJSTI\"IC::S , ':'liT: SP:::CI!'IC :·!ISSI0!1 'lUT.ES 'lAY DI:\ IATJ:: 1'1\0'1 Tl!Z CJ:~!J::P.I\!, GUJDF.LI"IES OR !'RO'I 
'!'q:;<;r; :;s:1T:PI\L RULES. Tl!J:: :;pCCIP!C '!ISSI0"1 " 11Li': liiLL i\rPL'l 1:1 .l\LL CASES, 1'.:10 Tt:C Dl.:VIIITIONS 
:" ilo~· -:":1~ ~r.:n::~L t;U !D':LI~JI:S ~'ILL C!: ~IOTCD . 
2-4 '!'!I::: LU1J'\R -:YPEr1P£NT!3 ')Ff"tCr:r. '11\'!, l'.FTEP. .'\:IAL'iSIS ~F TaE OPCAATIOU, C!~OO!;!:: '1'0 TJ\1~£ /\"lY 
;n:CB~Sl\ 0 " '\CTIO!T P.JX'l{JIP.LD f.'OR SUCCT:SSFUL Ct')'tl,.!.I::TIOit •'lf' I:XPI:nii1T!:lT TEST O!'lJ~CTIVES. 
~-5 '"I"iS!I"):Ot ~utr Lllll'i'S THAT ;,ru:; CO:J"]F)EPwT:D TO GE I"·l'i'E~P~ OR U:!COtiPI!''•~o :n;ttnt:!"S :1ILL .CE V.!T>!:RLUIF.O 
T'l T!!IS PUi:lLICATIO!I ~IJD /I.LL '5UD5J::')UEHT REVI SIONS u;JTI L T:iE IJU1·EE:l:l ?J>J: CO:IF I F~!F.::> r;y THi:: 
2-6 "'i:~ SYST~·~:, LI!~ITS LISTr:o rt T.fES~ !':ULES .:'.R~ T!I!: P.CTUJ\L VI:JIICL~ LI'1IT~ (J\!'i !·IELL /'.5 T!r!:Y ~\RC 
E?.ROP.~ ·~T!!t"l THE E~~I'!::tll:!:!JT i'"tn STO'! Dl\T.ZI../'HSPLAY SYSTI:"!Z . 
MISSION REV DATE SECTION GROUP PAGE 
\POLL() ~~IL 10/15/7 c:::l="t\L GC"ti:RhL 2-1 
~UL!:5 r.!lO SOP • S 









,rt .... NASA Manned Spacecraft Center r .. • -MISSION RULES 
SECTION 3 - Al.SEP OPERATIONAL GUI DELINES 
- .. -ALSEP OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES t 
GENERAL 
A. THESE ALSEP GENERAL OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES ARE BASED ON OBJECTIVES IN THE 
FOLLOWI NG PRIORITIES: 
1 • liFE (HEAT rLOW EXPERIMENT) 
' .. LSP (LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING) -
3. LSG (LUNl\R SURFACE GRAVIHETER) 
q, LMS (LUNl\R MASS SPECTROMETER) 
s. tEAM (LUNl\R E.JECTA J\ND METEORITES) 
- .. 
--



















. .. . - -
TilE GATIIERitiG OF SCIENTIFIC DATA I~ILL NOT BE COMPROI1ISED FOR ENGINEERI!lG 
• 
OR TEST PURPOSES. 
REDUNDANT OR BACKUP SYS TEHS t/ILL NOT DE SELECTI::D UNLESS A FAILURE NARRANTS 
SUCII ACTION . Sl'i!TCIIING TO REDUHDANT SYSTEMS WILL NOT BE 1\CCOI IPLISIII:D TO -
. 
.. 
.. SI\T IS!'Y C~lG !NEERt:lG TESTS UHLF.SS i\LL SCIE.~TIFIC MISSIOtl llHJF:CT!VES IIAVC 
llE£:1 COMPLI:TED. 
'IORI-1,'\I; BIT RJ\TE I-IILL !lE US ED U:ILI:SS SI:LECTIO:I OF W.l BIT RJ\TL: IS Rr"UIJU:D 
FOR TilE COLLI:CTION •lF ALSEP DATA . .... 
DEFORE U!PLOII:IITWG 1\!Fl ·uSSIO!I RULE ACTION DASED O~l 1\!i APP.\JU::IT 1\LSP.P 
'!ALFUNCTIOil, IT IHLL BE 1\SCERTAIIIEO 'nll\T THERE IS 110 PROBLE'I 1-IITII TlJE STD:l 
5UPPO RTWG SITE. 
UI'LINI: SIHTCII IUHIBIT C~ID 174 1-llLL BE SEliT 1'9 IIIIIIBIT TilE UPLIIIK SIIITCII 
M.nlCTIONS. 
Manne d Spacecraft Center 
MI SS ION RULES 
SECTION 3 - ALSEP OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES 
32- 1 G. l\LSEP EXPERUIENTS l'IILL NOT BE COI-IIo!ANDED TO "OFF" UNLESS TilE ACTION I S 
(CONT) 
TSG 291 A 
JUSTIFI.E:D BY /1N ANOMALY. 
II. NO COMMAND )"UNCTiON CAN DE EXECUTED DT AN EXPERIIIENT (OTHER Tlll\N "OFF, • OR 
"OPERATE"), B: GROUND CO~lMAND OR BY ONBOARD TIMER, IJNLES S TilE EXPERit~ENT IS 
"OPERATE" MODE. 
THE l\LSEP SHORTING SlqiTCII WILL BE ACTIVATED ASAP AFTER CENTRAL STATION 
DEPL()Y~IENT. 
J. IF THE GROUND IS UNABLE TO OBTADT DOWNLINK, THE GROUND NlLL REQUEST TilE ASTRONAUT TO 
ROTATE 1'HE RESET PmiER S~IITCR TO RESET AND THEN TO POireR. 
K. THE CENTRAL STATIOtl AP~I AND !- DR !'IILL BE USED TO MAINTAIN AN AVEPJ\GE INTER!illll. 
TI!ERI4AL PLATE TEHPERATUP.E GREATE:R THAN 0 DEGREES F AND LESS THAN 132 DEGREES F 
UNLESS THERE IS 1\.N ANOMALY REQUIRING TilE liP!~ TO BE OFF AND/OR TilE POI-IER IS REQUIRED 
TO MAINTAin EXPERIMENT INTEGlUTY. 
RtstRVE5 
THE !!FE BORE HOLES WILL RAVI) PRIORITY OVER THE DRILL CORE STEM. TilE liFE 
BORE )IOl..ES WILL BE J\TTEHPTEO FIRST. IF PROBLEMS ARE ENCOUNTERED, EFFORTS 
ON BORE HOLES WILL BE TERMINATED APTER A TOTAL OF 20 IUIIUTES ACCUMULATED 
DRILL "ON" TIME. 
IF "il. liARD OBJECT IS ENCOUNTERED TIIAT REDUCES DRILL RATE TO LESS THAN 
APPROXIMATELY ?_ INCJIES pER MUIUTE ON EITHER HFE PROBE HOLE, :rHE FOLLO\·IING 
W!LL BE ACCOMPLISHED• 
1. IF THE SECOND ST£1.1 SECTION IS NOT ATTACHED, NITHPRAW A."lD START AT A 
DIFFERENT LOCATION FOR MAXIMUM OF ~iO WITHDRAWALS. 
2 . IF THE SECOND STEH IS ATTACHED, CONTINUC UNTIL APPROXI!IATELY .!.Q_ ~IINUTES 
OF POWER "ON" TUIE FOR TilE DRILL STRING 1!AS ELAPSED. 
HPE CONDUCTIVITY .MEASURE~IENTS IN MODE It 1\llD MODE III IHLL P!;AN TO BE COMPLETED 
PRIOR TO TERMINATION Of' CONTll~UOUS REAL-TIME SUPPORT, 
IF THE CREW MUST RETURN TO :rifE I.J1 PRIOR TO COMPLETE lll.SEP DCPLO'flo!ENT, THE 
SHORTING SWITCH IHLL BE ACTIVIATE •oo• IF THE ANTENNA IS EIIPLACEO. IF 
TilE ANTENNA IS NOT EMPLACED, TillS SWITCH WILL NOT BE ACTIVATED (PICK UP 
HERE ON EVA 2), 
MISSION REV DATE SECTION 







Manned Spacecra ft Center 
MISSIO N RULES 
SECTION 3 - 1\LSEP OPERAT IONAL CUIDELDIES 
32-1 Q . THE LSP IS TilE ONLY EXPERIMENT THAT WILL BE C0~\1'11\NOED l'i!IILE I N LSP FORMAT . 
(CONT) 
TSG 291A 
R. THE 1\LSEP WILL BE IN LSP FORMAT DURING U l LIFT-OFF 1\Nll LM ASCENT STAGE It~Pl\CT. 
s . FOR ANY t!ALPUNCTICII DURntG A SURFACE TASK, A MAXII1UM OF 10 IUNUTES WILL BE 




UP TO 20 'll'lUTES lULL BE /ILLO~IED IN EXJ:RCISINC RTC FUELING CONTINGENCY 
PROCEDIJJU::S . 
~ ~ .! !£ ~ 1 ~ CONNECTlONS 
UP TO 20 'llNUTES IHLL BE ALLO'.'II:D FOR tU\J(lNG THE CllllLE CONNECTION . 
BE ALI/Y.IED FOR ER.ECTION MID 1\LIGN!u;IIT . 
a
',3/2
LOa(17TO LATJ::R EVA 1-IILL BE CO:ISIOEREO 
rr ADDITIONAL T!"'E SPENT ON COIITINGEIICY PROCEDURES Aru; 
RE•)U!RCO TO liTTAitl AI~ OP~!U\TIOIII\L ALSEP. 
r·on EVA TE!U>IINI\TlON OR OT!ICR "l'ITERRUPTIO!IS DURING ALSCP I.JI:PLOYIII::!IT, TllC 
r'OLLONIUG PREI't:RR.ED DP.PLOY'IJ:•JT l11TERRUPTIOII POINTS 1-IILL B£ OBSERVED If 
Pr.IUIITTED BY CR£1·1 51\Ft:TY CO"ISIOF.P.ATIOII: 
REMOVE IILSr.P PIICKIIGES :U:POSIT 10:1 
PII.CKIIGCS liiTII IIANDU:S THE SU'I 
IIITHI!I _:1 5 DEGREES. 
2. TILT rOEL CA5K (DOllE !IQT ru::IOV)>D). 
TILT fUEL CASK I REJIOVE DOne ( 00 !lOT OEFUEL. 
FUEL llTG I THEil CARRY 1\LSEP TO OEI'LOYHCIIT SITC I HErlOVE SUBPALLET$ 




CONNECT RTG, IIFC , ll:m LEAII Cl\DLES C:i / REI·IOVE LSP TO Gl!l, LSG, NID U15 I'POtl SUB-
PIICKIIC.C 1 /IILIGII CS liND RI\ISI: SUilSIIIEIJ) / RIII:iE NITE~INI\ MJ\!:T HOUIIT CI'IDIIL, 
A.'ID /\tiTt!ltl/1 i LE\'I:L AND 1\LlC.II 1\NTI:IlN/\ ROTJ\TC SIIORTtriG SIIITC!I 011 1111\' 
BACK TO IJI . 
6 . OEPLOY 1\LSEP EXPER l'!ENTS II.'ID COtiPLCTE TI\SJ:S / ~- IIOLD POINT EXISTS ArTr.!l 








NASA - Ma nned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
SECTION 3 - hLSEP OPERATIONAL GUIDCLIN£S 
32-1 0, IF ALL SPOTS QN TEMP LABEL ON HORSE COLLAR 1\P.E BLACK 1\PTBR FUELmC 
(CONT) 
11UST REMOVE HORSE COLLAR NITH Utrr AND SET IT 1\SID£. CREW MUST NOT TOUCH 
HORSE COLLAR UNTIL IT liAS COOLED SUFFI CIENTLY ( 10 MINb"l'ES). 
ii.LSEP DEPLOYt·IENT IHLL NOT BE STARTED IF IT IS .KNOWN TIIAT LESS THliN 1 HOUR 
15 MIN IS AVl\Il.J\DLE FOR ALSEP IN EVA 1. 
32-2 loMS 
TilE LMS W1LL BE TURIIED ON ASAP AFT ER DEPLOYMENT TO VER I FY HIGH VOLTAGE AIID E'IISSION 
OFF AND SET BAKE-OUT HEATER FLAG TO OFF. 
B. TilE DUST COVER lHLL BE REMOVED A!'TEP TilE LAST LSP CHARGE l iAS DETONATED 
OR liAS BEEN SAFED OR Al-1-ql EXCEJ::DS 160 DEGREES F. 
C. 'rilE L/15 IfiLL BE BAKED- OUT U:IT I Il THE I ON SOURCE :t'EitP (AI~-6 ) IS GREATER Tl!IIN 210 DEG C 
FOR 9 liOURS. 
D. TilE llV AND FILAI·!ENT lHLL NOT BE COH11ANDED ON IJI<TI L Al-l- 05 I S U:SS TllliN 
0 DEC C ,1\ND IIN-0 3 I S LESS 'l'Hl\N 0 . 3 HICROMI.PERES. 
A, TilE LEl\11 IIIRROR COVER liiLL BE REI!OVED 1\SAP AFTER TilE LAST LSP CIIARGE HAS DETONATED 
OR liAS BEEN SAFED, liND SENSOR COVER li!LL BE REHOVED qa HQURS AFTER SUNSET. 
B. THE LEJ\11 CAL C~IANDS HILL BE INITIATED DAILY OR DURIHG EACH SUPPORT PERIOD 
BY GROUND CONI'IAND IF TilE SEQUENCE TillER FAILS OR IS :L'liiiBITED . 
C. TilE LEAM lHLL BE IN OPERATE J.IODE (FOR 2 IIOURS1 ASAP AFTER DEPLOYIIENT U!ILI:SS AJ-) 1 IS 
GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 50 DCG f. 1\T WIIICII TitlE TUC LE:l\N NILL BE CO~U.!ANDI:D TO OFF, 
D. IF AJ-011 ltl:ACIIES 167 DEG F IN THE: OFF ~l:lDE, THE mnROR COVEll WILL Bt: RELEASED. 
LSG 
A. THE LSG <HLL BE COI(!1ANDED "ON" ASl\P 1\PTER DEPLOYME!lT, 
n. THE CRF.l'l I'IILL REPORT RECIICCK OF LEVEL AND ALIGNitEIIT A1lD FRCC00!1 OF GIMBAL AFTER 
llXPERIMENT IS ~!ANUALLY UNCAGED, 
MISSION 







NASA - Muned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
SECTION 3 - ALSEP OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES 
32-Q C. SLAVE HEATER POI"IER OFF (COHJ.IANO 064) li!LL BE COHI>IANDED PRIOR TO BEGINNING 1\ MASS CHANGE 
(Co>IT) 
OR DEAX CAGING COMMAND SEQUENCE. 
D. SLAVE IIEATER IHLL BE CXJI-IMA!lDEO •rn• AFTER MASS AND BENI CAGI'IG SERVOS ARE CO~II-IANDED OFF 
E. TilE SENSOR BEAll li!LL BE CAGED PRIOR '1'0 COI-IMANDING THE HI\SS CllANGIIIC !«>TTR ON. 
f" . THE COI>U1JINO DECODE!< IIILL BE COI-IMANOED OFF /\NO TilE SLAVE IIEI\TER CO~lMJ\NDED ON PRIOR 
TO COI>IIIANOING TilE EXPERit!Ell T TO STBY OR OFF. 
TilE NORMAL CONDITION FOR THE r;OMIIAND DECOI.>ER IS POWER OFt' , U:ILCSS 1\CTIITELY ENGAGED nl 
COMIIA!IDING OP LSG HULTIPLEXED COIIMIINDS. IF Tilt: DECOLJER IS TO BE IDLED FOR 10 MINUTES 
OR •<W'lRE BET1·1£EN COMHAilDS, SET JILL ZEROS IN TilE lillGISTCR I'OR TilE IDLE PET:tOD . 
TilE SCREN SEPVO liND TILT SERVO WILL NOT DE OPErJ\TCO SirtULTANCOUSLY . 
IORTH OUTII TILTING OPERATIONS ~/ILL A.LHI\YS BE COtiPLETED PRIOR TO BEGINt!ING EJIST/WEST 
TILT !'!• OPCRI\Tlot!S. 
TilE rmAL ADJUST'U:Il'TS OF TTl£ SCR£1'1 SERVOS SIIOULO 1\WI\'!S llC 1\ VCR}IIER DRIVE Ill TilE UP 
DIRECTION . 
IIISURE RESERVE POI'IER IS 1 q I·IATTS OR GRI:liTER DEFORE COI~IANDIIIG 111\SS CHNIGE ~IOTOR CXl. 
IF CCX-IMMlD OCT 070 IS SENT l\.."10 THE COMMAND RliGIS'l'ER IS NOT RESET TO ZERO, TilE 
CmiM!IIID DECODCR l'IILL IIOT BE COM!WIDED OFF. 
A . fiF.SERVED 
D. RES ERVtb 
C . 11 30 MUIUTE LISTENING MODE IHLL BE PLANNED NEEK~Y. 
D. Til£ JILSEP WILL BE r.• LSI' f"'RI·!AT N I D FIR£ PULSES TRNISI-IITTED FOR 1 HOUR PRIOR TO TilE 
riRST NOMINAL TL'IE-OUT TO 2 HOURS liFTER TilE: LAST NOMINIIL TillE OUT f"OI\ I:JICII GROUP OF 
ON Nl EVA. 
DI:PL')YMC'lT OF' All l.SP EXPLOSIVe PACKAGE (EP) 11ILL BE TER11I!IATED AUY Till!: LESS TIIJIN 
FOUR SAFETY f'£1\TURES ~IN, THE FOLLOiilllG CONDITIONS IIUST BE MF.T BEFORE THE EP 
CAN DETONATE: 
1. ASTIIO SWITCH 2 ROTATED TO CW (EtiABLE) POSlTIOil, ENABLES 29 V TO TilE LSP CEliTRAL 
ELECTRONICS. 
2, LSP " OPERATE" CMD (OCTAL 055) RECEIVED BY LSP CCNTRAL ELECTRONICS. 
HI SS!O~ ~EV ll,\TE SECTION 
OLLO 1 7 A 11/24/72 ALSEP OPS 
GUIDELINES 
GROUP PAGE 
GENERAL 3- S 
L 







3. LSP TRANS;HTTER PULSES ENABLE CMO (OCTAL 156) 1\ECEIVEO BY LSP CENTRAL ELECTRONICS . 
4. LSP FORMAT 00 OlD (OCTAL 003) ReCEIVED BY TilE ALSEP CENTRAL STATION OOP. 
5. SJIFE/ARI'I SLIDE TO THE ARM POSITION. 
STATUS OF EACIJ 




OF TilE PRECEEOING 
FOLLOWS: 
FEATURES SJ\FEO 









• NOT PLANNED WHILE CReW IS ~~ SURFACE 
SAFEO • 
- BATTERY TIMER AND CIRCUIT ACTIVATION IS NOT CONSIDERE D W TilE ABOVE SAFETY FEATURES BECAUSE NO STATUS INDICATIONS EXI STS AFTER TilE PIN liAS BEEN PULLED. -
ANTENNA UNLESS I>EPLOYED GREATER THAN 6 METERS FRO!I TilE CENTRAL ~TATION. 
liFE 
A. SEQUENTIAL COI'L"!A!ID UPLmKED TO TilE liFE \-/ILL BE SEPARATED BY AT LEAST 54 SECmiDS IN ~IOPJ·IAL 
BIT RATE AND 108 SECONDS I N L0\·1 BIT RATE . 
B. A CONDUCTIVITY l·IEASUI\EI!ENT HII.t, NOT BE INITI/ITED UliLESS TIIEPJ:: WILL BE SUFFICIENT POHER TO 
COMPLETE TilE I!EASUREME.'IT I'IITHOUT lNTERRUPTIOtl . ONCE A PROBE HEATER I S TURNED ON FOR AN 
EXPERIMENT, I':' tl!LL NOT BE TURNED OFF UIILESS TilE CONDUCTIVITY liE!\SURE!itNT IS TO BE 
'i'ERIUNl\TED, OR OTRER 1\LSEP CONTINGENCIES /IRE TO BE CORRECTED. 
\IIHEN OPERATING IN HODE I, !!EATER STATE "OFf" WILL BE StLECTEO . 
llf'E IHLL BE 11'1 MODE ,I \'ll!EN SELECTING PCU'S. 
MISS ION REV DATE SECTION 












TSG 291 A 
- - NASA - Manned Spacecnft Center MISSION RULES 
SECTION 3 - ALSEP OPERATIONAL GUI~ELINES 
INSUFFICIENT POt-IER FOR SIMULTANEOUS SUPPORT OF ALL EXPERIMENTS 
AUTO TIIEIDIAL CONTROL OF TilE EXPERIMENTS WILL BE INHIBITED IF ,JIDEQUATE POI-IE!\ IS NOT 
AVAILABLE . THERMIIL CctiTROL WILL BE H.\NUALLY MANAGED TO PRECLUDE RIPPLE- OFF Of' 
EXPERIMENTS. INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENT COMMANDS THAT REQUIRE CENTRAL STATIOU IIEATER 
POWER WILL BE HELD TO 1. IIINIHUM. CENTRAL STATION AVERAGE TEMPERATURES WILL BE 
ALLOWED TO GO AS LOW AS - 10 !lEG P IP 'l'Ie HEATER KIWER IS REQUIRED POR OPERATION OP AN 
EXPERIMENT. -- _ -
1:-X!'E RIMENT INTERFERES WITH ANOTHER EXPERIMENT OR TilE CENTRAL STATION 
IF I T I S DETERMIUED TIIAT MY EXPERIMENT IS A STEADY SOURCE OF INTERFERENCE TO ANOTHER 
EX?!<Rlf' ;!IT , OPERATictl OF TilE I!ITERFERING EXPERIMENT WILL BE CURTAILBD (BUT NOT TERMINATED) 
AS LONG AS THAT EXPE RI}IENT IS STILL RETUR!IING DJ\TA. IN NO CASE, IIOWEVER, WILL ANY EXPERIMENT 
BE REI·IOVED FROM ITS DESIRED OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATION FOR MORE THA."' 80 Pt:llCENT OF ANY LUllAR 
DAY ( 29. 5 EARTII 01\YS). 
IN LSP FORMAT POR LM ASCENT, LM ASCt:NT 
DETONATION lS: 
HFE - ON 
LSG - ON 
LEAH - OFF 
U1S - OFF 
DATE SECTION 
1 1/ 24/ 72 ALSEP OPS 
GU I DELl"'ES 
GROI.J> PAGE 





32-1 AVC THERK PLATE -
T GREATER THAN OR 
A EQUAL TO 1 32 DEC t• 
1\VC TUERM PLATE -
T LI:SS THAN OR EQUAL 
TO - 10 DEC F 
AVC Tl!l:RM PLATE-
T LESS THAN OR EQUAL 
TO ZERO UEC F OR 
CP.EATER THAN OR 
EQUAL TO 125 DEC F 
RE'I DATE 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
MI SSION RULES 
RULING 
A. CMO 7W PDR ON. 
B . CMD H W PDR ON . 







A. CMD 017 
B. CHD 022 




r n .. 
NASA -
RULE CONDITION/MALFUNCTION PHASE 
3 2-2 FAILURE OF AUTO 
51'11 TCHOVER TO 
REDUNDANT PCU --
Manned Spacec raft 
MI S SION RU L ES 





AUTO SWITCHOVER TO PCU SHOULD OCCUR 
AT + 12 VDC. OUT-OF-LIMITS (LESS THAN 
10 . 8 VDC/GREATER THAN 13.2 VDC), PCU 2 
SEL - CHD 062, PCU 1 SEL - CMO 060 • 
THE FOLLOWING TM WILL BE 



















+ 4 . 6 
-13.0 
WRIFY AE-2 CAL VOLTAGES WITHIN LIHITS • I -- -
A. VCRIFY PDR'S OFF 
- .. 
.B. CO~IMANI.l EXPERIIIBNTS TO CS 60 FOR PCU 1 
LOI<IER POWER /ot)DES 






.., - A 
' 
RULE COND ITION/HALFUNCTION 
32-31 ALSEP FAILS TO 
RESPOND TO A 
COMI-IAND. 
I!UT...E NOMBI:RS 32-32 




- Muned Spacecraft Ce nter 
MI S S IO N RUL ES 
SECTION 4 - ALSEP SPECIFIC RULES - CONTINUED 
PHASE RUliNG CUES/HOT£S/CO!flENT~ 
A. REINITIATE THE 
COMMAND. 
£!!!: 
B. RE~lOVE MODULATION 
AND REAPPLY MOD-
NO FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION AND/OR 










D. IP UNSUCCESSFUL, 
WAIT FOR UPLINK 
SWITCH TO REDUN-
DANT COMI-IAND SYSTEM. 
WORD (CVW) 
C. CKO 122 OCT 
D. UPLINK SWI TCH OCCURS EVERY 
61 IIR, '9 MIN, 35 SEC. 
APOLLO 17 A 11/24/72 ALSEP 
-.. 
R RULE CONDITION/MALFUNCTION 
32- 35 HEJ\K T~\ SIGNAL 
' 
A 32- 36 LOSS OF SYNC OR 
BAD DECOMED DATA 
. 
NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
SECTION 4 - ALSEP SPECIFIC RULES - CONTI!IUEO 
PHASE RULING 
A , COMMAND XMTR OFF SE• 
LECT REDUNDANT XMTR 
CUES/NOTES/COI+IENTS 
1\ , XMTR A OFF - CMP 013 
JGITR A SEL - CMP 012 
XMTR B OFF - CMD 014 
XI1TR B SEL - CMP 015 
B. SELECT LOI'I BIT RATE B. LOW BIT RATE SEL- C!o!D 007 
A. SELECT REDUNDANT COP 
B. SELECT REOUNDAllT 
l\OP 
C. SELECT LOii BIT RATE 
0 . CMO J<r!TR OFF. SELECT 
REDUNDANT XI~TR. 
A. PROC X SEL - CMO 03~ 
PROC Y SEL - CMO 0 35 
AB-10 0/P STATUS 
B. 0~0 024 OR 025 
C, LOW BIT RATE SEL-;:110 007 
" l\ 
32-37 LOSS OF TM MODU-
LAT ION 
32·3E GROUND UNABLE TO 










COI•IMANP l01TR OFF. 
SELECT REDUNDANT 
XMTR, 
A. OlD 024 OR 025 
B. X11TR A OFF • ColD 0 13 
X.'ITR A SEL - CMP 012 
J<riTR B SEL - 010 0 1 4 
XMTR 8 SI:L - CM.O 0 15 
-. 
, 
1\, SEE RULE 32-31 
B . CHANCE DDP, THEN CMD 
OP FORMAT 
C , COMMAND UPLINK SNITCII 
( 122) 













MI SS ION REV DAH SECTJ~ GROUP PAGE 
l\POLLO 1 7 l\ TELEHETIW 1/24/72 ALSEP 
SPECIFIC RULES 
' . _-_ . NA.<;A - M S C L .. -. 
• 
RULE CONO IT IOH/MALFUIICTION 
32-4 FAILURE OF THIER 
A INITIATED CAL 
[\ 
32- 4 FAILURE OF TllERMAL 
CCNTROL 
Rt!LJ::.S 32-48 
Tr·•oUGH 32-50 ARE 





NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 





MANUALLY COMMAND THE CALS. 
TWO 111 OCT 
MANUALLY CONTROL HEATER 
STATUS. f.lAINTAIN AJ-1 1 
BETWEEN - 2 0 DEG F AN 0 







A 11/24/ 7 
CUES/NOTES/COMMENTS 
• 
OJ-29a1 WHEN HEATER ON. HTR CN'l'L 
117 OCT. HEATER AUTO ON LESS THAN 
OR EQUAL TO ZERO OEG t ' . AUTO OFF 
GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 9 UJ::G F. 









.... RULt CONDIT ION/IIALFUNCTION 
l\ 
32-51 TEMP LESS 
32- 5 
THAN MINUS 1 0 
DEG ltiTII EXP ON 
..... 
TEMP G!U:i\TER 
TliAN 125 DEG I' 
- ... 
PAILUR£ OF CYCLIC 
ION S.:>URCE 1-lODE 
-
NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 
MI SS ION RULES 
S~CTION 4 - ALSEP SPECIFIC RULES - CONT I NUED 
PKASE RULING 
CMD BACKUP HTR ON . .... .. . -. r . CMD BAC KUP HTR OFF . 
-
CUES/ NOTES/t Olf-lENTS 
~· 
Jll-1-5 BASEPLATE TE~IP 
CMO CA- 7 
-
liM-5 BASEPLATE TE/>IP 
C~ID CA-1 
. . . -
CMD EMISSION AND HV 
OFF. CA- 4 AND CA- 15 
liM- 11 £J.USSION CUR IIOT EQUAL 
TO 230 MA. 
-
Al'\-11 i.I'IISSION CUR NOT EQUAL ... 
TO 85 MA . 
CHO EHISSION AUD HV 
HV OFF. CA-4 AtiU 
CA-15 
' 
l f - --
--
















FAILS (TENP LON) 
NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
SI:CTION Q - ALSCP SPECIFIC HULL::; -
PH.~SE RUllltG 
vtRirY SERVOS OFF • 
C. _ 1/Eitll'" DI:COOI::I< Ot'F 
A. &a,' 1'J\SS CHI\NGE: 
SERVO OFF • II 
B. CHD SL/\1/E HTR OFt' 
c. COM/WID 111\SS 51.: RVO 
ON. • 
t J 
uc-oq MORI:. ·rHAJl 52 L>t..G r 
CliO 5f106q . -
£!:!.!;.• 
II/ISS CII/\NCING IS Illi!IBITI.:O 
WIIEtl Til£: :;LAVE ttF.ATf.R IS ON. m 







B. ~ID DECODER 
ON 
C/10•9 TIIEN CMD-10 












RULE CONDITION[ MALFUNCTION 
32-7 TRANS~UTTER FAILS 
TO BEGIN PULSES 
32-
-
32-7 UNABLE TO COMMAND 





GROUND U!IABLE TO 












Manned Spacecraft Center . . 
MISSION RULES 
SEE RULE 32-31 
t 
A. SEE RULE 32-31 
8. CHAtlGE DDP THEN C!·!D 
LSP FM'l' . 
C. C~ 007 (LBR), 
C~ 003 (LSP FI·IT). 
CMO 006 (NBR) • 
A. SEE RULE 32-31. 
B. CHAUGE DDP, THEN C~!D 
DP FOIU1AT. 
C . CO~U1AND 122 UPLINK 
SI'IITCHOVER • 
D. SlqJTCH PCU. 
-
C~!D LSP TO OFF, 
CONTINUE HISSION IHTII 




MUST BE IN LSP FORMATTING. 
EXPLOSIVE CHARGE FIRING MODE. 
-
-
ASSUMJ.:S nF CARRIER NITH 




NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
SECTtON 4 - 1\LSEP SPECIFIC RULES - CONTINUED 











32-81 UNABLE TO DRILL 
NORMAL HFE 
F.~1PLACEMENT HOLES. 
A. IF EITHER HOLE IS 
LESS TRAN 40 




B. IF EITHER HOLE IS 
LESS THliN 40 
INCHES AND DRILL 
IS STILL OPERABLE 





A. 1. HAIID-71UGER 1\ND 
!W-IMER BORE STEMS 
INTO SUBSURFACE AT 
LEAST 40 INC!IRS . 
2. IF UNSUCCESSFUL 
INSERT PROBE INTO 
HOLE HilDE BY A 
DOUBLE CORE TUBE . 
FILL UOLE AROUND 
PROBE. 
3. IF LESS THAll 40 
INCHES , LAY PROBE Drl 
SURFACE liND ORIENT 
BLACK TAPE ON CABLE 
NORTH/SOUTH. 
B . DRILL DEEP COR!l AT 
SHALLOW DORI: LOCATION 
AND INSERT PROBE IN 
HOLE THROUGH TREADLE, 
~~D CAVE SOIL IN 
AROUND PROBE. 
c. PLACE PROBE IN JIOLE AS 
FAR AS IT WILL GO. 
EMPLACE LOireR 
RADIATION SHIELD ON 
THE TOP OF THE PROBC, 
tl~LACE MIDDLE 
RADIATION SHIELD 
BELOI~ LUNAR SURFACE 
OR ON TOP OF PROBE. 
' 
A 32-82 !lAVE CHOICE OF 
DRILLING SECOND HFE 






32- 83 DRILL RATE REDUCED 








DRILL SECOND HFE 
PROBE EHPLl\CE'IENT 
HOLE 
IF LESS Tlll\N THO STF..M 
SECTIONS 1\RE 1\TTJ\C!!ED 
TO T1JE POWER liE AD, 
NITHDRI\ti liND START AT 
NEW LOCATION FOR 
Ml\XIMUM OF THREE 
LOCATIONS FOR CACII 
BORE . 
IF T\'10 OR MORE STEM 
SECTIONS ARE ATTACHED 
TO THE PONER I lEAD, 
CONTINUE UNTIL 10 
MIN OF POireR Oll TU1E 




MI SS ION REV DATE SECTION GPOUP 
APOLLO 17 1\ 
1\LSEP 5 
.. ' 
1/24/72 1\LSEP HFE 
SPECIFIC RULES 
--
CUES/HOTES/COI*IENTS - . 
• 
B. USE TREADLE AND EXTRACTOR 
TO HOLD SOIL IN PLACE. 
MOVE THREADLE 1\T LEAST 
1 0 FEET 00\·IN Tl!E CADLE 
TONARD TilE BLECTRONICS. 
r 






.. _ .... 
PAGE 
-










RULE CONO IT I OH/MALFUNCT ION 





A. DURING MODE 
II: 











32-81 HFE ELECTRONICS 
ReFERENCE TEMPER-
ATURE IS INCREIISING 






liFE OFF AT LUNAR 
NIGUT LONGER TUAN 
6 !IRS. 
: 
... MI SSION 
NAS A - Ma nned Spacec r aft Center 
MISSION RUL ES 
SECTION 4 - ALSEP SPECIFIC RULES - CONTINUED 
PHASE RULING 
A,1. GO TO NEXT CONDUC-
TIVITY MEASUREMENT, 
CUES/NOTES/COMMENTS 
2, TURN HEATER OFF AND 
RETURN TO MODE II 
AND GO TO NEXT liFE 
CONDUCTIVITY 
MEASUREMENT. 
A. 2. HPE HTR-CMO 152 
-
B. IP ON TIME IS MORE 
T!!AN 6 HR 1 GO TO 
DECAY !10DE. U' ON 
TIME IS LESS THAN 




MENT IS IN 
PROGRESS SWITCII DATA 
PROCESSOR. 
1. DATA PROC X SEL 
(CMD 03q) 
2 • DATA PROC Y SEL 
(CMD 035) 
B. IF CONDUCTIVITY 
MEASUREMENT IS NOT 
IN PROGRESS, SEND 
MODE I CMD IF ~lODE l 
STATUS IS DOUBTFUL. 
-
SELECT LOWER POWER MODE 
OR TURN OFF FOR 
--
B. 110DE I CND 135 
-
£§_: 
APPROPRIATE AMOUNT OF DH-13 T1 REF, CH-15 T2 REF 
TillE MODE I CMD 135 
- - . 





REV DATE SECT !ON GROUP PAGE -lJ 
= aaaRV17 FNL 10/15/72 aaaaO
7URULES liFE --u. 1n .,. 
1 






NA SA - Ma nned Sp acecra ft Cen ter 
MISSIO N RULE S 
5nCTlON q - ALSEP SPECIFIC RULES - CONTINUED 
RULE CONDIT I OH/HALFUNCT ION PHASE RUliNG CUES/NOTES/COMMENTS 
32- 81 Hf'E ELECTRONICS 
REFERENCE TEMP 
PAILS TO LESS TIIAN 
273 DEG K. 
RULE NUMBERS 32-89 





SELECT IN SEQUENCE 
HFE STBY - 046 
HFE OFF - 050 
liFE ON - 045 




Hl 5S ION REV DATE SECllON GROUP 
APOLLO 17 J"NL 10/15/72 ALSEP HFE 







































































NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
APPF:l<IDTX ]I - .>.BBRF.VIATimiS _AND_~ 
AllBP.EVIATIONS MJD ACRONYMS 
l\LTEJ>N.•.THIG CURRP!IT 
ANALOG-TO-DI GITAL CONVEPTER 
l\f.IPEP.ES DC 
ADDRPS~ 
l'.LSEP C0!1PUTEP. SYSTE!I 
1\LIGN~NT 






BATTERY CI'_>.RGE CONTnOL 
'3M'T01' LOC.".TIO!! OF ST'!PCTUP.E TJ:~IPEPJITURE 
B/11'>: 
BIT ERROR RATE 
BITS PER !'ECOHD 
CALIDPATE 
CIP.CUI T BF.El\KF.'l 
COLD CATHODE GJ\GE EXPE"I"PIT (PART OP SIDE OF ALI'EP 1 !'tiD Q, SEPARATE HSC EXPEPI''"'lT 
0~1 l\LSF.P 3) 
At!ALOC l'JID DIGITAL II) PP.MOUT FROH CCGF 
COLD CI>.THODC ION t;AC:E (I~JSTPU'\F.NT POR7ION (lF CCGE) 
COUNTE'lCI.OCKI>ISE 
CHNI!IEL 
CI!J'.Nl1!LTRO!I - lli'ED Ill CPE AS: 
CHlltl/1 CHI'·!nTELTRON P /S ~10 . 1 
CHi'tl/2 r.HM!NELTRON P/S ~10. 2 
CHN!/H1 CI!MINFL~RON VOLTAGF I!ICFJ'.J\SF:S OFF 






CHJI.RGF.r>-Pll'lTICLE EXPI:RIM.ENT (FULL NA: U: IS CHi'R0ED-Pl\RTICLE LTHJ.I\R E!'VIPON'•ENT 
EXPERIIIEIJT) 




co··! .. ,_J\ND VE"'Irirl".TI01J t·~o~n 
CLOC~~·!lfiE 
DECIBELS 










DO!·~ PE~U)\'!'.L Tt)OL 
OAT.-a ~t.?~syc:;Tr:•~ - CO,"P0~1~!TS H!CLPrlF.: 
Df.S/1\. ANl~LOG !:'1\T!\ P~OCF.SS0~ 
D!'i>/TJ DT"ITI\L DJI.~ I\ l'"I'JCESSOP 
DSS/Pl>DC C01TPLETE DJ\TJI. PROCI::SSOI1. (P.F.I)l"'lr>JI'I"') 
MISSION REV DATE SECTION 
































































NASA - Man ned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
APPENDIX A - ADBREVIATIONS AND AC!l.O~IY!IS 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 




FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR 
FIELJ) 
FLIGHT MISSION RULES 
FREOUF.NCY 
FUEL TRANSFER TOOL 
GRADIEIIT SEITSOR DELTA TEI"FER/\TURE (HFE) 
GfOPWI>TE 
GP.Et!AOF. L/\UIICHEP. JI.SSEI'BLY 
GI~:B/\L 
GROP!'ID 
G/\111!1' !'./\Y SPECTROif!:TER 
GRJI.DIE>JT SFNSOR /\IIDit:tiT TE: tPEI'.ATURP.S (HFE) 
!!It;P. DIT P./\TE 
I!F.JIT PLOt: EXPE!U>.u:·TT 
I'P.I'.Tr.R - Oil I!Fr., TI!E"t: /'PI' TIIO CA!'FS: 
IITR/HK I!Ir.H COJlnUC'l'IVT.TY HF./\TEI' 
IIP.T/LK LOP CONDUCTJVITY Hr.I\TEP 
!!E.>T SI!!K 
HIGH VOLT/\t';t: 











LOt·! BIT RATE 
LU!IAR EJ'Er.TA /\i'lD l'ETEfl"ITES 
Lti>-TJID. EY.PE!l i'·lEtl'rS OFFICEP 
LU:l/\R ~·IODULE 




LOS!' OF SIGNJI.L 
f~NG PERIOD (PSE SENSORS) 
LUNAR ROVING VEI!ICLF. 
LEAST SIGITH'ICANT BIT 
LE/\ST SIG~TIFICMIT OAT/\ 
LUNAR SURFACE GRAVI~IF.TF" 




MESSA<'E JICCF.PTAllCF. PULSE 
''EGAYCLE 
t•ISSION COllT".C1L Ct:NTE"t 
"flOP. 
'1ILLI0'1 ELF.CTRI)ll VOLTS 
'mC.'\JtEnTZ 
MISSION REV DATE SECTION 


























































NASA - M1nned Sp1cecnft Center 
MISSION RULE S 
A - :O.RBREVIATIONS AND A 
MISSION OPERATIONS CONTROL ROOM 
MODULE 
OPERATING HODES ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS FOR HFE: 
MODE GRADIENT MODE 
MODE/HK HIGH CONDUCTIVITY MODE 
MODE/LK LOW CONDUCTIVITY MODE 
MEMORY READOUT MODE 
MILLISECOND 
MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT 
MOST SIGNIFICANT DATA 
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT tlETWORK 
MOTOR - ON PSE, THE THREE MOTORS ARE MTRX, MTRY, AND MTRZ. 
I<ULTIPLEX 
MILLIVOLTS 
~ILLIWATTS PER SQUARE CENTIMETER 
NANOAMPERES 
NORMAL BIT RJI.TE 
OPERATE 
OSCI LLATOR 
POWER AMPLIFIER; PICOAMPERES 
PULSE CODE MODULATION 
POWER CONDITIONING UNIT 
POWER OISSIPATION RESISTOR 
POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
PACKAGE ELAPSED TIME 
PARTICLES AND FIELD SUBSATELLITE 
PHYSICAL - ON CPE, USED AS FOLLOWS: 





RESISTOR (USED AS R1 AND R2) 
RECEIVER 
RING SENSOR DELTA TEMPERATURE (HFE) 
REFERENCE 
RADI O FREQUENCY 
REMOTE SITE 
RESET 
RING SENSOR AMBIENT TEI1PEP.ATURE (HFE) 1 REAL TIME 
REAL- TIME COMMAND 





USED ON HFE AS: 
SEQ/FUL FULL SEQUENCE 
SEQ/P1 PROBE 1 SEQUENCE 
SEQ/P2 PROBE 2 SEQUENCE 
USED ON ASE AS: 
SEQ/S SEQllENTIAL SINGLE 
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT 
SUPRATRERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT 
SENSOR 
SHORT PERIOD (PSE SENSOR) 
SINGLE POLE SINGLE THROW 
SAMPLES PER SECOND; SIGNAL STRENGTH 
SWITCH 
SOLAR WINO SPECTROMETER 
SYNCHRONIZATION 
MISSION REV DATE SECTION 


























NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
APP,.nTY A - ABBREVIATIONS AND 





TELEMETRY STORE FAST 
TELEMETRY STORE NORMAL 
TRANSMITTER 
UNIFIED S-BAND 
ONDERVOLTl'.CE PROTECTION CIRCUIT 
VELOCITY (USED TO INDICATE "SPEED" ON PSE IN " LVL DIR/V" ) 
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR 
VELOCITY FILTER, A COMPONENT OF SIDE 
Wl'TTS 
~L LnCATIONS OP STRUCTURE TEKPERATORE SENSORS 
TRANSMITTER 
CRYSTAL 
AXES OF LS~, WHERE XYO INDICATES 
X, OR Y, OR NEITHER 
MISSION REV OATE SECTION 









NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center 
MISSION RULES 
1\PPl:tiD I:: ll - DISTRIBUTION LIST 
DISTRIBl~ION LIST 
DIRECTOR 
M/ltAAFT , C . C ., JR. (1) 
OCPUTY DIRECTOR 
AS/SJOB~RG , S . A, (1) 
OIRI:CTOR OF FLIGHT OPERATIO"S 
rA/TI'IDALL, If . \1 , (1) 
FLIG!I'l' CO:ITROL DIVISIO;I 
FC/KRAtiZ , i:! , r. (1) 
PC/RO!\C!l , J . tl , (1) 
FC/SP.OOKS , N . F , ( 1) 
FC/FLICHiT OIRI:CTOR:; OFFICI: (6) 
FC-E /HOOV::P., R. ll. (2) 
FC-7/'i't::~PLt, J . II. (1) 
FC- 9/SAI:LTZ, J . E. (PLUS TILL EZTRI\S) (15) 
TOS/:IILEY , R. F . (BXA) ( U) 
FC- 12/TI:CII:IICAL SUPPO:\T CROUP (2) 
FLIG!i'i' SUPPORT OIVI SIO<I 
FS-2/!IILLER, J . A . (1) 
FS-4/Sll~lllOR:I, S . D. ( 1) 
FS-5/ROUNDTREr. , J . R. (1) 
FS-4/DELL/OSSO , P. D. (3) 
FS-5/C:::I\Vl:S , J. E, ( 1) 
f'ISS IO!I PLANIIIliG A.IO A.II\LYSIS OIVISI()!J 
F:ol/!l'IY&R, J. P . (1) 
F!t/llt:SS, C. n. (1) 
OIR!::CTOR OF FLIGHT CR£;1 OPF:RI\TlO:lS 
Cli/SLA'lTO~I , 0 . K. (1) 
CJ/ASTRO:IACT OrFICE ( 1) 
FLIC!:T CR£;1 I:ITI:GRI\TIO:I OIVISIO:J 
CO/ALLI::l , C . 0 , ( 2) 
C0-3/RICUl\RO , L . G. (1) 
CR2.~ P!':OCCOURCS DIVISION 
CC-5/0 ' ::EILL, J, :1 . (1) 
CREl'l TRI\I'IING Ai iO SII!ULI\T IO!lS DIVISI'l:~ 
Ci:K/Tll0!!I'S011, L. C. (KSC) (4) 
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APOLLO SPl'.CECRJ\FT PROGRJ\!1 OFFICE 
Pl\/!tOP.riS, 01~11 G. ( 1) 
Pl'./ltUBICKI, P. . 1·1. ( 1) 
PI'.2/MPO FILES ( 1) 
PD4/!:EVIER, J. n. (2) 
PD9 /11ILLil\.'<S, L . G. ( 1) 
PG/GOREE, J. F., JR. ( 1) 
PG/J..OCICAP.D, D. T. (1) 
PG/COULTJIS, G, 1'., (1) 
DIRECTOR OF EtlGn!EF.RUir. llllD DEVELOP~IE!IT 
EXPEr.II'E!rrS PROJECT E!IGHTEEJHNf: OFFICE 
l':!l/JONES, E. '1. (1) 
EO/WISE~IAN , D. G. ( 1 ) 
EO/GERKE, P. D. (1) 
F.D-2/Ll'NGFORil, J. H. (1) 
F.D-2 /1'1EEKS, E. L. (1) 
ED- 2/THOIIJI.S, J . B. ( 1 ) 
P.D-2/!:k~DERS , J . II. (1) 
ED-2/IlJIJlRIS, J. o. ( 1 ) 
ED-2/Lot'IF.J\Y, J. ( 1) 
SI'.FETY OFFICE 
Sl'./ rRE!ICH , J. c. ( 1) 
OFFICE OF ~l\NNED SPJ\CEFLIGI!T 
11}10 /!J\.'ID, E. li . (2) 
"I'.L/BI:I'.TTIE, D. 1' •• ( 1) 
TEST DIVISiml 
PT/1\RI'.BII'.II, D. D. (1) 
PT-3/DE 1·10!':1':, J. F. ( 1) 
PT-14/LOBB, JOHN ( 1) 
PT-1 4/ltl'.LLf'V, R. H. (1) 
DI!>.ECTOP. OF SClENCE I'.ND APPLICATIO:IS 
TA/CALII'l, 1'. J. (1) 
Tli/LOVELL, J . .... (1) 
SCIENCE PnOJECT SUPPORT B!'.l\!:CH 
TD-4/EICHF.Ll<l'.!l, N. F. (1) 
TN-5/Sl'TES, J . F. (25) 
TD-4/l!ILLER, H.L. (1) 
Tli-5/CRllliP., J. E. (1) 
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS APPENDIX IS TO DELINEATE CRANCE CONTROL PROCEDURES FOR THE 
MISSION RULES. THIS WILL UTSORE THE PROPER COORDINATION OF CHANCES, PROVIDE A 
RECORD OF PROPOSED CHAI'TGES (INCLUDING THE MTIONI\LE FOR MAKING THEM), AND PROVIDE 
A MEANS FOR PROMULCATiliG UIDIVIDUAL RULE UPDATES BETWEEN REVISIONS (INTERIM CHANCES) • 
EPPECTIVITY 
OCTOBER 15, 1972 
CHANGE PROCEDURES 
SUBMISSION OP CHAtlCES 
PROPOSED CHANGES 1\RE SOLICITED FR0f1 ANY INOIVID\TAL OR ORGANIZATION HAVING A VALID 
HJPUT. ALL CHANCES WI LL BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE CHIEF, FLIGHT OPERATIONS 
AND RECOVERY BRAtlCH (FORB) , FCD. 
FORMAT 
PERSONS DESIRING TO SUBHIT A PROPOSED CHANGE WILL REDLINE A PACE PROM THIS DOCUMENT 
OR REI-TRITE Tm: RULE, USING THE STANDARD MISSI ON RULE FOR/lAT. ALL PROPOSED CHANGES 
I'IILL BE SUPPORTED BY RATIONALE. TWC" COPIES WILL THEN BE FORWARDED TO FORB. 
APPROVAL 
COORDINATION 
THE ORICIIIATOR OF THE CHANGE HAY OBTAIN PRELI~UNARY CONCURRENCES. FORB WILL OBTAIN 
FORIIAL CONCURRENCES FPQM THE CHIEF , LUNAR EARTR/E'<PERIHENTS BRANCH AND THE CHIEF, 
FLIGHT CONTROL DIVISION. 
SIGNOPF/DISAPP!lOVAL 
UPON OBTAINING TilE REQUIRED CONCURRFNCES OR NEGATIVE COMMENTS, THE liFO WILL PRF.SENT 
TRP. PROPOSEO CHANCE TO THE FLIGHT DIRECTOR FOR FINAL APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL. THE 
l\FD I'AY Sir.N OPP OR DISAPPROVE PROPOSED CHANCES IN THE ABSENCE OF THE FLIGHT 
DIRECTOR. 
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\Pl'bJOI)( C - CIIJ\NI':I-: COlloTWO , 
DISAPP<{OVt:U CIIJ\IIGES 
I F .;:, Cui..ICi:: I~ .;I.;APPROV£1>, f'COU WILl. RI:Tu!l;l TilL COPY TO Till: ORIGI1iATOR, A COPY 
OF Till: R.C:)U<:STJ.:D Clu~'IGJ: t'IILL 81:. RJ.;'tAI.Ii..u FOR FUTUIU: Rl.f't.RI:.NCE. 
I'U!lLI C.\TIOii AliD DIS"i'HiuU'i'IOCi OF Ii;TERIJI CKA.'IGI:S 
I ITERU1 Ci!A,IGJ:,; III LL D.: DI.;TRI BUT<.D VIA 1\:1 l\BDREVIATI:D IJISTRIBUTION LIS't CONSISTING 
CO:Il'P.ACTOR (::;) • 
!CVISIO:-t!i 
FORi. ,IIW.. l:O!IPIU: 'fill.. I:FI'LCTIVL I.l'l'i..RI .: Clu'.il<.a.:; holD CORRJ.:CTIOIIS OF 11INUK 'l'YPOCI(APOII CAL 
i;itRORS I.iTO l:Ol!PLi.::'.'l; p;,GI:. CHANGES 'fO Tl•<- >!ASIC DOCUtll::IIT, ( " Pi>tl AliU I IIK " Cill\IIGI:S •·It\'! uL 
u::>I:.O '1'0 COIUU:.C'!' TYPOGR."\PUICAL LRKORS IF 'l:IU.R.C 1\RI: 110 OTHJ::R CI!AtiG<oS 010 Tl..: Pll.Gl:: 
APP"OVA<. 
,\J...L. 1'.!.'/ISIO:IS ,/ILL BL o\PPRUVI;IJ UY T•li: DiiU:CTOR 0!' I'.L.IGIIT OPERATIO.~S illiD Tlii: .IA!I,\GER, 
1\PI)LLO ::>PACC:CRAFT PROG1!A.'!, 
PUULICM' l l),l 
S(.;;t;;OULE 
.... , . ...... .U::)UII<t.U" IJ,\Sia • 
Rl:.'VISIQi;::; :IILL "''" Pc:I.I':Lu IUD 0 1S'•'RIJ:.U1'i:;D ACCORDI;IG 't() APP.O:IDIX ;:; , 
MISSION REV DATE SECTIOI4 GROUP PAGE 
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